MiM had many wonderful guides on the Moon—the Lunar Moths, the Moonmice, and the Moonbots. But some things MiM needed to find on his own. Can you help him get to the balloons? They are filled with the hopes and dreams of the children from Earth.
Who’s Your Guardian?

The Guardians watch over the children of the Earth. They work tirelessly to ensure that children are free from Pitch, the king of nightmares. Draw a picture of who watches over you and keeps you safe.
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Lunar Wordsearch

Can you find the words from the Man in the Moon’s world that are listed below? They are hidden side to side, backward, and diagonally!

**DELMUNARMO**

**BRIHESTZH**

**AFEDOLZGTF**

**LHPAQPIJARO**

**LXOMLDEOIN**

**ODPRTSCOUQB**

**OHKHAIAHCNO**

**NRGHMEJNBW**

**LIMSCEZDIS**

**NGUARDIANSZ**

**NOELLAGRXMK**

---

**Nightlight**

**Moonbots**

**Balloon**

**Lunar Moth**

**Mice**

**Guardians**

**Dreamsand**

**Galleon**

**Oath**

**Earth**
Connect the stars below to find a Guardian of Childhood.
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The Guardians of Childhood

Match the Guardians—draw a line from their picture to their name.

Santa Claus

The Tooth Fairy

The Man in the Moon

Sandman

The Easter Bunny

Mother Goose